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The exploration of Venus is as old as interplanetary exploration itself and started
when Mariner 2 encountered Venus in 1962. Six decades of exploration later,
however, Venus remains an enigmatic planet. Its bulk properties – such as size and
bulk density – are very similar to Earth’s, but Venus presents a hostile face with hellish
surface conditions that likely inhibit the formation of life and complicate exploration
with in-situ spacecrafts. Yet, understanding Venus – at present and its past – is so
important for our understanding of Earth by providing a unique archive potentially
analogous to the early Earth. Remote sensing has delivered various observables with
which the state of Venus’ atmosphere and of the volcano-tectonic processes shaping
the surface can be deciphered. But a major difficulty remains the lack of sufficient
temporal constraints with which the observations can be brought into a meaningful
evolution of Venus through geological time. The available data in combination with
ever-advancing modelling techniques for the planet’s interior have suggested several
evolutionary pathways, however, no option can yet be preferred. The key question
why Venus’ evolution diverged from the Earth’s remains poorly understood.
In this presentation, I will summarise what we know about Venus from the available
data and from state-of-the-art dynamic modelling. I will emphasize the limits of what
we know, will outline what we still need to find out, and how the confirmed missions
to Venus – Veritas, DaVinci, and EnVision – will hopefully boost our insight.

Geological processes deep underneath our feet and on remote planetary objects are 
inaccessible for our direct observation. Yet, they are tremendously important for our 
understanding of how planets form and evolve. In the Geo.X series Topics in Planetary 
Interiors we invite diverse experts to highlight forefront research on the properties and 
processes inside Moons and Planets that provide key insights into planetary evolution.

The presentations will be held via Zoom:
If you are interested in attending the seminar series, please contact Dr. Sergey S.
Lobanov (lobanov1@uni-potsdam.de) for the Zoom details.

The TiPI seminar series is organized by Sergey S. Lobanov (Uni Potsdam), Ana Plesa (DLR), Ingrid Blanchard (Uni Potsdam) 
and Christoph Sens-Schönfelder (GFZ). Contact: lobanov1@uni-potsdam.de
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